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the Radical Party.44 Ciganovitch was freely declared by
all three of the Sarajevo plotters, both at their arrest and
at their trial, to have taken a most active part in their
preparations in Belgrade. He was a Bosnian Serb, who
came as an emigre to Belgrade in 1908, was trained as a
comitadji by Tankositch, and then given employment as a
small official on the Serbian State Railways. In 1911 he
was enrolled in the "Black Hand" as "No. 412," and fought
as a comitadji under Tankositch in the Balkan Wars* In
the preparation of the plot he served as the agent of Tanko-
sitch. He secured for Princip and his companions in Bel-
grade the bombs and revolvers which were to be used
against the Archduke. He gave them the cyanide of po-
tassium with which to poison themselves after the crime,
and thus prevent revelations concerning Ciganovitch him-
self and his Serbian accomplices. Upon orders from Tanko-
sitch, Ciganovitch took the youths to a,shooting park near
Belgrade and gave them practice in the use of the revolvers.
At the end of May, when they were ready to start, he sup-
plied them with cards of introduction to "Black Hand"
agents and "confidential men" who would help them for-
ward on their journey to Sarajevo.45 The reasons for "be-
lieving that Ciganovitch informed Pashitch do not lie in
any direct evidence prior to the assassination, but in the
apparent collusion between them afterwards—in the action
 44	Bogitchevitch, Le Proces de Salonique, pp. 32, 131-133, 142 i; and
in KSF, III, 18 f,, Jan., 1925; M. E. Durham, The Sefajevo Crime, pp.
53, 80-85, 174-182; A. von Wegerer in KSF, III, 380-384, June, 1925;
articles by Dimitrijevitch's personal friend and fellow "Black Hand"
member. Col. Bozhin Simitch, in the French review Clarte for May, 1925,
and in the Vienna publication La Federation Balkaniqiw, May 31, 1925;
N. Nenadovitch, "Die Geheimnisse der Belgrade Kamarilla," ibid., Dec.
1, 1924; and F. von Wiesner's obituary notice on Ciganovitch, who died
Sept. 28, 1927, in KSF, V, 1041-1048, Nov., 1927.   Most of these writers
draw part of their conclusions from the records of the Salonica Trial, in
which Ciganovitch was a prominent witness against Dimitrijevitch.
 45	Pharos, pp. 9-12, 14-17, 19, 24 f., 33 f., 37-39, 47 f., 55, 82;  and
Austrian Dossier of 1914, Appendix VIII.

